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Social Media: Giving Long-Shot Political Candidates a Voice  

by Bianca Male 

The year is 2010, but the campaign traditions unfolding at the Columbus Day Parade on 

the corner of Fifth Avenue and 46th Street go back to the days of Tammany Hall. Clutching two 

flags to symbolize his dual Italian-American heritage, Andrew Cuomo, Democratic candidate for 

governor of New York, stands before the horde of sign-waving supporters and rabid press who 

have been anxiously awaiting his arrival. He says a few words, kisses a toddler, and raises one 

arm in a battle cry; in response, the cameras flash and the crowd erupts.  

The parades, the flags, the baby-kissing, the press: these raw ingredients of campaigning 

have remained unchanged for decades. However, in the past few years, a whole new arena of 

political campaign strategy has begun to take shape – online. The new factor in the campaign 

game is social media, and its potential effects on voters could become a game-changer in the 

elections of the future. 

Ever since President Obama demonstrated that online efforts can have a major pay-off by 

raising $770 million in campaign funds from a record number of contributors1, social media has 

become the darling of political campaigns. Candidate Facebook pages are now standard practice; 

many have also ventured into the realms of Twitter and YouTube accounts. 

“Campaigns over the past few years have evolved. Since 2008, every year, social media 

is becoming a larger percentage of a campaign’s budget,” says Mike DuHaime, an account 

manager for the campaign-design firm Mercury Public Affairs who ran Chris Christie’s 

successful bid for governor of New Jersey last year. “But, not every campaign can use it the way 

President Obama did… Some candidates truly get it, and some don’t.” 

                                                
1 “Obama's combined election fundraising approaches $1 billion,” LA Times 
(http://articles.latimes.com/2008/dec/05/nation/na-money5), December 5, 2008. 
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Although the majority of mainstream politicians are embracing Facebook and Twitter for 

campaign purposes, the ones who have the most to gain from proper use of social media are 

undoubtedly the third-party candidates. These online tools often aren’t merely a complement to 

their existing strategy – they make the whole campaign possible. 

“For third-party candidates, new media is the campaign,” laughs Andrew Miller, the 

campaign manager for New York gubernatorial candidate Kristin Davis. “We don’t have the 

funding to compete with Paladino and take out TV ads… All of our support comes from 

Facebook, Twitter, and e-mail blasts. Social media is the first thing we did.” 

 “This is one of the most promising things about social media,” says Heather LaMarre, 

PhD, a political communications and public opinion scholar at the University of Minnesota who 

is studying the effects of social media on voters. “It takes that ‘David and Goliath’ feeling away 

and levels the playing field.”  

Few can attest to this fact better than the most long-shot of candidates: the write-in. “In 

today’s world, with Facebook and Twitter, you can go from nobody to somebody very quickly,” 

says John Nemjo, a Troy, NY native who is petitioning himself as a write-in gubernatorial 

alternative for voters who are “turned off” by traditional New York politics. With a viral-ready 

nickname (“The Mountainman”) and slogan (“I can’t do any worse!”), Nemjo’s is a campaign 

made for social media.  

Thus, with no funds to speak of, he and his campaign manager, Bill Reynolds, created a 

website and a Facebook page and began encouraging people to vote for Nemjo on election day. 

“We’re just trying to keep it simple,” says Reynolds. “We want to post discussion topics to ask 

the people of New York what they’re concerned about, the issues that are at the top of mind.” As 
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a result of their virtual campaign, Nemjo has successfully garnered news coverage, both in print 

and on television.  

At the University of Minnesota, LaMarre has been watching the online campaigns of all 

the 2010 senatorial, congressional, and gubernatorial candidates very closely. As of right now, 

her preliminary findings have shown that candidates are primarily using social media simply to 

gather donations, share information, and update their supporters. No one knows yet exactly how 

to unlock social media’s full potential, she says. “There’s no real master strategy.” 

The campaign affiliates I spoke to confirmed this assessment, admitting that social media 

within the campaign setting is nowhere near an exact science. However, there are certainly 

indicators that show how well a campaign is doing. Increases in donations are an important 

measure; several also pointed to how much traffic they drive to their official websites from other 

social media sites. DuHaime succinctly sums up the three main measures of success this way: 

“Money, hits, and e-mail addresses.”  

The right strategy for using social media on the campaign trail is still nebulous, but even 

more uncertain is the power of social media to actually get more voters out on election day. 

 “It’s hard to quantify,” DuHaime says. “Get out the vote is still mostly done by people 

knocking on doors, people calling each other.” 

“Nothing shows that [social media efforts] equate to people getting in their cars, driving 

down, and pulling the lever on voting day,” LaMarre adds. When these elections are over, she 

and her team will have gathered enough data to begin to surmise whether social media efforts 

can increase voter participation or persuade voters to change their opinions.  

However, most campaigns are not delusional about what they’re using social media for. 

“In all the interviews we’ve done,” LaMarre says, “campaigns shrug and tell us, ‘Well, we know 
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it doesn’t persuade anyone to vote for us, so we’re using it to raise money and get voters excited, 

and really shore up the base.’”  

Using social media to get out one’s message, on the other hand, is a common primary 

goal. Dave Schwab, the social media campaign manager for Green Party gubernatorial candidate 

Howie Hawkins, agrees via e-mail from Norway. “The internet at least gives us the chance to tell 

people that our party is out there, trying to build something positive for the future, and that if you 

want, you can be a part of it on election day. Why not use the tools we have available to get our 

message out?”  

Ultimately, social media may never replace face-to-face interaction, and its ability to get 

out the vote has yet to be established. However, there is no doubt that these tools give the 

underdog a voice in a campaign environment ruled by whoever gets the most media attention.  

“Social media opens the door to a brand new way they can reach voters,” LaMarre says. 

“Over the next six to eight years, that’s going to be one of the biggest changes we’ll see… It’s 

providing opportunities to people who used to be shut out of the system.” 


